Country dream

Full of rustic features and with its own woodland, this
cottage was everything the Byrnes were looking for
FEATURE ALI HEATH | PHOTOGRAPHY BRENT DARBY

DINING AREA
Natural materials and patina-aged
pieces perfectly suit this historic
17th-century cottage.
Moreton oak dining table, from £1,825,
Neptune, has this look. Try the Hoxton
cone wall light, £60, Garden Trading
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SITTING ROOM
Painting the ceiling and beams
grey enhanced the cosiness.
Bluebell sofa, from £1,115, Sofa.com.
Amelia armchair, £730, Neptune.
Ceiling painted in Palimpsest
emulsion, £49 for 2.5ltr, Atelier Ellis.
Cushion covers, from £55, Oka
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FAVO U R ITE FE AT U R E

HOME TRUTHS

‘The indoor-outdoor feel – in spring,

LIVING AREA
Two walls of glazing give this new addition to the
home an amazing sense of space and light.
Ashcott wood-burning stove, around £1,122, Mendip Stoves.
Natural Kasbar pouﬀe, £180, French Connection. Skye jute rug,
from £140, John Lewis & Partners. Beso armchair, £995, Nkuku

THE PROPERTY
17th-century Cotswold stone
cottage, originally two dwellings
L O C AT I O N The Cotswolds
R O O M S Sitting room,
kitchen-diner/living area, utility,
ﬁve bedrooms (three en suite)
P U R C H A S E D 2019
PREVIOUS PROPERTY
‘We lived in a London townhouse
before moving here,’ says Sonya.

W

hen Sonya Byrne and her husband
Toby decided to relocate from London
to the Cotswolds, little did they know
how long their property search would
take. ‘We were house-hunting for four years and viewed
50 properties in five counties before we found the right
one – a pair of Cotswold stone cottages with scope to
be knocked together,’ says Sonya. ‘Despite being almost
derelict, it was the character, the location and the outdoor
space that made it the one for us. We had a vision for how

we wanted to live and with its outbuildings and private
woodland, we knew this place could provide it.’
With the purchase agreed, Sonya and Toby decided not
to rush the renovation. ‘We spent a year living here before
we began the work,’ says Sonya. ‘During that time, we were
working out how we wanted to live, getting to know the
space and the way it flowed, as well as the views from each
room, and what kind of storage we needed. We wanted to
create a home that would make us happy and also make life
as easy as possible while juggling full-time jobs and the
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the doors are flung open and the outside becomes an extension of our living space’
KITCHEN
Toby made the island
worktop from recycled
scaffolding boards.
Weathered oak bar stools, £165
each, Rose & Grey. Hoxton steel
trio glass pendant, £160,
Garden Trading, is similar

needs of our three young children, aged 11, 10 and five.
After a year had elapsed, the couple began gutting and
transforming the interiors. ‘A friend drew up the plans
and we worked with a great local building firm. We lived
on site for a year in an old outbuilding with no running
water or heating!’ says Sonya. ‘All that was left of the
original cottages were the exteriors and interior stone
walls, the fireplaces, beams and the roof. We completely
reorganised the internal layout to link the buildings to
make a single, family-friendly house.’ The couple also

added a new kitchen and living space overlooking the
garden. ‘We wanted a large room where our family and
friends could hang out,’ adds Sonya. ‘The new extension
is a very sociable space and perfect for entertaining.’
The garden and grounds were also transformed.
‘We cleared and re-landscaped all the overgrown areas,’
says Sonya. ‘We also created an outdoor kitchen and
play areas as well as a flower garden and orchard.’
In keeping with the spirit of the renovation, Sonya’s
interior style has a stripped-back, tranquil feel, mixing
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LESSON LEARNT

‘That your house can enable you to live a whole new lifestyle’

B AT H R O O M
The windowsill was left unpainted to
add another flash of warm wood.
Winchester cast iron bath, £1,971, C.P. Hart,
is similar to this one. Bath painted in
Railings estate eggshell, £70
for 2.5ltr, Farrow & Ball

MAIN BEDROOM
Symmetry is the key to the
modern look in this space.
Similar herringbone Midnight
throw, from £59, Secret Linen
Store. Chelsea adjustable wall
light, £40, John Lewis &
Partners, would work here

BEDROOM
Beautiful panelling was created with
slim beams of painted wood.
Panelling painted in Clay Slip true eggshell,
£72 for 2.5ltr, Atelier Ellis. Baldwin
desk lamp, £47.20, John Lewis &
Partners, has this look

Scandinavian, industrial, vintage and home-made decor.
‘We wanted to use natural materials as they create a
calming, minimalist feel,’ explains Sonya. ‘There are
dark, cosy areas that are lovely during winter and we
also have light, bright spaces that can be opened up
to the outside in summer.’ Walls are painted in a
selection of Atelier Ellis paints in earthy hues, teamed
with natural linens and organic textures. All of the
bedrooms have a simple, pared-back feel, while
statement bathrooms add an understated luxury.

Now that the project is complete, Sonya and Toby
feel they have realised their original vision. ‘The move
has been more than a house renovation for us,’ says
Sonya. ‘We love the outdoors and the house supports
that in a way that our London house never could. Our
home has enabled a whole new lifestyle and a new way
of thinking for us all – it has helped us all unwind and
enjoy the simple pleasures of country life.’
Sonya and Toby’s home, In Clover, is available to hire for
photo shoots through uniquehomestays.com
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